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Figure 1: SonifyAR is a Programming by Demonstration AR sound authoring pipeline. With SonifyAR, the user can first (1)
conduct AR interactions, while SonifyAR (2) collects context information as text. (3) The context text is then processed by an
LLM, which guides the sound acquisition processes with multiple models and methods. (4) The acquired sounds are then used
to sonify AR events.

ABSTRACT
Sound plays crucial roles in enhancing user experience and immer-
siveness in Augmented Reality (AR). However, current AR author-
ing platforms lack support for creating sound effects that harmonize
with both the virtual and the real-world contexts. In this work, we
present SonifyAR, a novel system for generating context-aware
sound effects in AR experiences. SonifyAR implements a Program-
ming by Demonstration (PbD) AR authoring pipeline. We utilize
computer vision models and a large language model (LLM) to gen-
erate text descriptions that incorporate context information of user,
virtual object and real world environment. This context information
is then used to acquire sound effects with recommendation, genera-
tion, and retrieval methods. The acquired sound effects can be tested
and assigned to AR events. Our user interface also provides the flex-
ibility to allow users to iteratively explore and fine-tune the sound
effects. We conducted a preliminary user study to demonstrate the
effectiveness and usability of our system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The role of sound in Augmented Reality (AR) has grown profoundly,
becoming a pivotal element that adds depth and immersion to user
experiences. Past research has shown positive effects of AR sound
in many aspects, such as depth perception and task completion
[31], searching, and navigation [19] and even assistance for visually
impaired people [18].

Despite the evident impact of sound in AR, its integration—partic-
ularly in the scope of sound authoring—remains inadequately ad-
dressed. Current AR authoring platforms like Reality Composer [8],
Adobe Aero [5], and Unity [22] provide only rudimentary sound
authoring functionalities. Central to these platforms is the Program-
ming by Specification (PbS) methodology [16], where users define
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AR sound contents and play conditions during the design phase,
which is often referred to as the “trigger-action mechanism” [16].
This allows creators to define, with precision, the conditions for
triggers and the consequent sound effects. Unfortunately, these
current authoring workflows present three critical shortcomings in
terms of AR sound authoring:

(1) Limited sound interaction space. Since triggers of action
in current authoring pipelines are typically bound to virtual
objects, sound effects for interactions between AR objects
and the real-world environment (e.g., a virtual ceramic cup
clinking against a wooden table) or between the user and
the real-world via the AR interface (e.g., a user tapping on a
wall through AR interface) are neglected.

(2) Lacking real-world context. As authoring happens before
AR experiences, key context information can be missing for
creating matching sound effects. For instance, authoring the
sound of a virtual ball dropping on real world surfaces is chal-
lenging since there is no contextual information regarding
the surface material.

(3) Limited sound source. Given the limited availability of
sound assets in the default library that comes with authoring
platform and the scarcity of suitable sound resources online,
AR authors struggle to find fitting sounds for distinct AR
events. Examples include reproducing the the wing flutter
sound of a virtual dragonfly or simulating footsteps of a
virtual robot traversing diverse surfaces like wood, carpet,
or glass.

To address these challenges faced by current AR sound author-
ing pipelines, we present SonifyAR: a context-aware AR sound
authoring system using generative models. SonifyAR harnesses the
advancements of Large Language Models (LLMs) and sound acqui-
sition models to recommend, retrieve, or generate context-aware
sound effects in response to AR events. Inspired by prior works
like Rapido [14], PoseVec [28], and GestureAR [24], our approach
adopts a Programming by Demonstration (PbD) [13] pipeline that
enables users to discover and author context-aware AR sound dur-
ing AR interaction. Our authoring system identifies potential sound-
producing AR events and utilize LLM and sound acquisition models
to generate context-aware sound effects in real time. To our knowl-
edge, we are the first system to offer automatic, in-context sound
authoring for AR.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: First,
we explored the landscape of sound authoring in AR, identifying a
noticeable gap between the existing authoring tools and the broader
potential opportunities in the design space. Second, to address this
gap, we introduce a PbD AR authoring mechanism that can detect
potential sound-producing user interactions in the AR environment
and process the context information including the environmental
information, virtual object information and user action information.
Lastly, we implemented a generative-model-based sound authoring
system that can automatically acquire appropriate sound effects
with the compiled contextual information.

2 RELATEDWORK
Prior investigations demonstrate that sound is crucial in AR expe-
riences by directing the user’s attention, enhancing the sense of

presence, and creating interactive time-varying experiences [20].
Nonetheless, the current landscape of AR authoring tools and plat-
forms reveals a deficiency in adequately supporting AR sound au-
thorship. Tools with lower fidelity, like Halo AR [3] and ARVid [1],
empower users to overlay virtual imagery, videos, and 3D assets
onto the real world. In these tools, sound elements are typically
integrated directly into virtual assets (e.g. videos with sound or
virtual animals that roar). Mid-fidelity tools like Adobe Aero [5] and
Apple’s Reality Composer [8] provide trigger-action interactions,
where sound elements can be selected and edited through user-
friendly interfaces and linked to triggers like user taps or proximity
events. High-fidelity tools, such as Unity [22] and Unreal [10], offer
both visual editors and coding capabilities. They provide substantial
flexibility in designing AR sound interactions, including the ability
to set parameters like sound decay and code-specific conditions
for activating sound assets. While most AR authoring tools sup-
port sound editing, two significant gaps remain: creators are often
tasked with sourcing suitable sound effects, and the range of events
that can be associated with sounds is limited. Our proposed system
aims to address these issues.

Many methods can be used to retrieve, synthesize or generate
sound for AR experiences. For example, Oncescu et al. [17] trained
cross-modal embedding models to support text-to-audio retrieval.
Multi-modality models like VAST [9] also supports text-to-audio
retrieval that could potentially be used to provide sound assets for
AR experiences. Similarly, FreeSound [2] implemented an online
API that retrieves sound effects from dataset of professional assets
with text. Besides retrieval methods, text-to-audio generation mod-
els [12, 15, 26] also emerge with promising performance and could
be used to acquire sound for niche cases of text description. In gen-
eral, retrieval methods can provide more realistic sound assets but
do not ensure coverage for all text descriptions. While generative
models might not achieve same sound quality, they can produce
results for any text input. In SonifyAR, we adopt both the retrieval
method and the text-to-audio generation model to utilize their com-
plementary strength. Specifically, we use the FreeSound API for its
extensive library of professional sound asset and AudioLDM [15]
for its state-of-the-art performance on sound generation.

3 THE AUDITORY DESIGN SPACE OF AR
Inspired by Jain et al. [11] on VR sound taxonomy, we conduct a
comprehensive analysis of the broader design space for AR sound
interaction, focusing on the three key components of AR: user,
virtuality and reality.

A typical AR interaction involves the user, representing the
individual experiencing or interacting with the AR; virtuality, re-
ferring to the virtual object(s) placed in the AR experience; and
reality, denoting the real world physical environment. Between
these three components, we list potential sound-producing interac-
tions that can occur in an AR session.

Virtuality: Sounds can generate from the internal activities of
a virtual object. This could be bound to an object appearing or
disappearing (e.g. a notifying sound when a virtual object show up),
or from an object’s animated behavior (e.g. the mechanical noise
made by a moving robot or a virtual dinosaur roars).
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User-Virtuality: When a user interacts with a virtual object,
for instance tapping on a virtual dog, a corresponding sound, such
as a bark, could be generated as feedback.

User-Reality: This type of event involves users interacting with
the physical environment through their AR devices, even in the
absence of AR objects. For instance, a user tapping on a real-world
surface, such as a wooden table, as displayed on their phone screen,
can generate sound feedback, thereby enhancing the interaction.

Virtuality-Reality: This aspect underscores a significant gap
in many existing AR authoring systems, namely, the interaction
between virtual objects and the real environment. For instance, if a
virtual metallic robot walks on a real glass table, the resulting in-
teraction should produce a distinct stomping sound, characterizing
the collision between metal and glass.

User-Virtuality-Reality:When a user-initiated action involves
both virtual object and the real world environment, sound can be
provided as feedback to validate this action and improve immer-
siveness. For example, a user dragging and sliding a virtual cup on a
real table surface could produce a sound mimicking the interaction.

Among the listed sound space, existing AR authoring tools, such
as Reality Composer [8] and Adobe Aero [5], offer robust support
for sound feedback in the domain of virtuality and user-virtuality
interactions. However, the dimensions of virtuality-reality and user-
reality are just as vital, if not more so, since they extend immer-
siveness beyond a purely digital domain. Yet, efficient methods for
authoring sound feedback in these dimensions are conspicuously
absent. In the subsequent section, we will discuss how SonifyAR is
designed to tackle these dimensions, encapsulate all listed sound
interactions within one single framework, and streamline AR sound
authoring with LLM and generative models.

4 SONIFYAR: A CONTEXT-AWARE SOUND
AUTHORING SYSTEM FOR AR

Drawing insights from several prior AR authoring research [14, 28],
SonifyAR adopts a Programming by Demonstration (PbD) sound
authoring framework. During the authoring process, users freely
interact with the AR environment. Simultaneously, SonifyAR col-
lects potential sound-producing interaction events, along with their
context information such as detected planes and materials (Figure 2
left). The events and their context information are textualized and
input into the LLM, which serves as a controller for our three sound
acquisition methods: recommendation, retrieval, and generation.
The LLM’s response is interpreted and executed by models and
pipelines (Figure 2 middle). Users can review, select, and iterate the
sound acquisition results using a call-out panel, and all user-selected
sounds will be instantly applied in AR (Figure 2 right).

4.1 Event Textualization
We use text as a unified format to incorporate all context infor-
mation that SonifyAR collects for AR events, including event type,
(e.g. tapping an object or dragging a virtual item), action source
(e.g. user or virtual object), and action target (e.g. virtual object or
real-world plane). We also enrich the context with more detailed
descriptions of the involved components in AR events. All informa-
tion forms a single text snippet following a predefined text template.

One example of such context description is shown in the left part
of Figure 2.

Event Types As an initial work, we identify six types of sound-
related AR events that could potentially trigger sound feedback.

(1) Tap Real Word Structure: A user taps on a real-world struc-
ture through the AR interface.

(2) Slide: A user holds the virtual object and slide it on a real-
world surface.

(3) Collide: A virtual object collides with a real-world surface.
(4) Show Up: A virtual object shows up in AR experience.
(5) Tap Virtual Objects: A user taps on virtual object through

the AR interface.
(6) Play Animation: A virtual object plays an animation.

Scene Context Understanding When the AR experience starts,
SonifyAR utilizes ARKit [6]’s plane detection functionality [7] to
understand the surrounding environment.We also employ the Deep
Material Segmentation model [23] to identify the material of planes
(Figure 2 left). These material labels can help produce appropriate
sound effects when either the AR object or the user interacts with
real-world planes.

Virtual Object Understanding To ensure that sound assets are
aligned with the material and state of virtual objects, we collect
text descriptions for all virtual objects (e.g., ‘This model is a toy
robot made of metal.’) and their animations (e.g., ‘A toy robot walks.’).
These descriptions are typically provided by the asset creator, but
if additional details are needed, we prompt users to contribute the
relevant information.

Text Template By consolidating all context information into a
single text snippet, we employ a unified template: “This event is
[Event Type], caused by [Source]. This event casts on [Target Object].
[Additional Information on Involved Entities].” Note that not all
events have a target object or additional information.

4.2 Sound Authoring
SonifyAR utilizes the LLM to acquire context-matching sound assets
of an AR event. Inspired by HuggingGPT[21] and Visual ChatGPT
[25], we utilize LLM as a controller of multiple sound acquisition
methods. The LLM takes the textualized context information as
input, and reply with commands for sound authoring pipelines
(Figure 3). In our current stage, we support three major sound
authoring methods: recommendation, retrieval, and generation.

4.2.1 Sound Recommendation. LLM can recommend sound assets
based on context information text. Similar to other AR authoring
tools, we collect a set of sound effects from Adobe Audition sound
effects [4], each labeled with a descriptive file name, like “Crash
Aluminum Tray Bang” or “Liquid Mud Suction”. The entire list
of sound file names is provided to LLM as system context. When
given a text description of an event, LLM selects and send back the
top five most suitable sound effects from this list. SonifyAR would
then parse the filename and add the top corresponding sound as
one of the sound options for event. An example reply from LLM
regarding the recommendation process is shown in Figure 3, under
the “Recommend” section.
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Figure 2: Pipeline of SonifyAR

Event context:This sound event is TapSurface, 
caused by user. The event is casted on a wooden 

plane.

Request: Please give me the results for three 
sound acquisition methods as hinted by the event 

context.

System context: You are an assistant helping 
user generate or retrieve matching sound assets 

for augmented reality events. ……

Sound library list: Aluminum Baseball Bat 
Striking; Garbage Can Dropping On Pavement; 
Bongo Hit Drum; Blow Torch Gas Release ……

Okay! Here are the results based on 
the given event information.

Recommend Generate Retrieve
Here are top 5 matching sounds in 
the given list:
Method1: Knock Surface
Method1: Bongo Hit Small Drum 
Method1: Crash Aluminum Tray 
Method1: Crash Bulb Break
Method1: Blacksmith Pound Metal

Here’s a suitable prompt for 
text-to-audio transfer:
Method3transfer: tapping 
wooden surface

Here’s a brief prompt suitable for 
online retrieval:
Method2retrieve: tap sound on 
wood

Selection 
Interface

 Knock Sound

 AudioLDM

 FreeSound

Rank

 Results

Figure 3: SonifyAR’s sound acquisition pipeline. “Method1” is short for “Method1recommend”.

4.2.2 Sound Retrieval. Since a finite collection of sound assets may
not always contain the desired sound effect, we expand our sound
authoring capability with online retrieval. We select the FreeSound
[2] as the searching database. We leverage the LLM to compress
the entire event description into a shortened searching prompt, and
search with such prompt using the FreeSound API. The returned
results, provided as JSON strings, contain information on all search
hits. The LLM then selects the top five results. The highest-ranking
result is downloaded and presented to the user. Others in the top
five alternatives are also stored in our system for users who wish to

explore more options. This retrieval process is shown in the bottom
right of Figure 3.

4.2.3 Sound Generation. We adopt text-to-audio generation model
(AudioLDM [15] in our implementation) to complement the previ-
ous approaches. We ask the LLM to compress the event text descrip-
tion into a shortened generation prompt. Upon receiving such com-
mand from LLM, SonifyAR will send the prompt to the AudioLDM
model, requesting text-to-sound generation. This newly generated
sound are then stored in our system for user exploration at a later
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time. The audio diffusion model can also conduct text-based style
transfer which we utilize to tweak sound assets. Specifically, when
generating sound effects for tapping, sliding or colliding events, we
will pass a default sound effect and request a style transfer oper-
ation with text prompt (see “Generate” in Figure 3). This pipeline
could let the output sound has similar length and rhythm of the
input sound, ensuring a good time match between sound and AR
events. Also, this transfer ability can be used to modify sound assets
with text input or generate similar sounds, enabling user to iterate
on the sound assets.

All the sound authoring processes, including recommendation,
generation, and retrieval, run in parallel on the backend. This pre-
vents interference on the user’s ongoing AR experience.

4.3 User Interface
As a PbD authoring framework, the SonifyAR application initiate
directly with an interactive AR experience (Figure 4a left). Users
can freely interact with the scene, performing actions like moving
virtual objects or interacting with the real-world surfaces. When an
AR event is detected, a text label appears on the top-left screen to
inform the user (Figure 4a.A), and the sound acquisition component
is activated to generate candidate sound effects for the detected
events.

By clicking a button (Figure 4a.D), users can access an editing
interface. The interface includes all unique AR events detected
(Figure 4a.H) and the acquired sound effects (Figure 4a.I). Users can
click on a sound effect to preview it and double click to select and
activate it for the AR session. User can also long press a sound asset
to call out a menu with a suite of exploratory options, like “style
transfer” and a “generate similar sound”. After operations, users
can minimize the authoring panel (Figure 4a.G) to resume the AR
experiences and test the selected sound. Users can always access
the editing interface to modify their choices if necessary.

4.4 Example Usage Scenarios
E-commerce AR is widely adopted as presentation medium in
e-commerce sites like Amazon and IKEA.We envision SonifyAR fur-
ther enhancing the e-commerce AR experiences by adding material-
aware sounds. For example, SonifyAR could make a virtual ceramic
cup chime when touched or moved, enhancing media novelty and
immersion, which, as demonstrated in prior experiments [27], can
boost purchase intentions.

Accessibility Existing research [18, 29, 30] explored assisting
blind or low vision (BLV) people with AR in two modalities: visual
highlights and audio hints. SonifyAR is in alignment with the latter
approach by simplifying the sound authoring process. Additionally,
SonifyAR enables new AR sound interaction-the user-reality sound
interaction (see section 3)-that can help BLV people explore the
real world space through AR interfaces.

Plug-in to existing platforms SonifyAR could be integrated
into established AR authoring tools. Given that the authoring
pipeline of existing tools precedes the AR experiences, while our
PbD (Programming by Demonstration) pipeline operates concur-
rently during these experiences, these two methods occupy distinct
time segments and, as such, can complement each other effectively.

5 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
To examine the usability and authoring performance of the Sonif-
yAR system, we conducted a preliminary usability study across 8
participants (6 male and 2 female) age between 26 and 33. Among
them, six had prior AR experience, and three had experience in AR
authoring tools. Each participant operates the SonifyAR application
with a given 3D model, trying to author matching sounds to its AR
experiences. After usage, participants provided ratings for several
questions about the system, and also elaborated on their general
feedback and reasonings behind ratings.

All participants were able to complete the AR sound authoring
task using SonifyAR without difficulty. Feedback on the SonifyAR
app was also largely positive. All eight participants expressed a
favorable impression of the tool. They were highly agreed that the
SonifyAR tool would be helpful to AR authoring process (Q1,AVG=6,
SD=0.93). There was also a general willingness for using SonifyAR
in their own AR creation practice (Q2, AVG=6.25, SD=1.16). Partici-
pants agreed that the sound interaction involving the real world
surfaces will improve the immersiveness of AR experiences (Q3,
AVG=6.38, SD=1.06). Additionally, they preferred the automated
sound authoring process over the manual search for sound assets
(Q5, AVG=6.13, SD=0.99). The only area for improvement was the
quality of the generated sound (Q4, AVG=4.75, SD=1.39). However,
this could be enhanced with the introduction of a more advanced
sound generative model, which we could readily integrate into our
system. The full Likert-type results can be viewed in Figure 4b.

6 FUTURE ADVANCEMENTS
While SonifyAR enables automated AR sound authoring, there
remains room for further advancements.

Firstly, our current SonifyAR app is a simplified tool compared
to comprehensive AR design suites that cover every aspect of AR
scene creation. It exclusively supports the authoring of AR sound
and accepts pre-crafted AR scenes as input. For wider applicability
that reflects the real-world intricacies of AR content creation, we
recognize the need to extend its capabilities to accommodate a
wider spectrum of AR events and interactions. Our future goals
include integrating the SonifyAR framework with established tools
like Reality Composer and Adobe Aero.

Secondly, SonifyAR adopts a straightforward process of collect-
ing context information for virtual objects by using a text template
to compile semantics. In future developments, we aspire to incorpo-
rate computer vision models for object detection and image under-
standing to enhance the context acquisition process with greater
precision and adaptability.

Lastly, the current sound generation output of SonifyAR presents
opportunities for further refinement. Recognizing the rapid ad-
vancements in the AI research domain, our system has been de-
signed as a modular framework, ensuring that as more advanced
models emerge, they can be seamlessly integrated. Every LLM/ CV/
generative model within SonifyAR is replaceable, allowing Sonif-
yAR to easily adapt and stay at the forefront of innovation in this
field.
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H .Event 
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I .Sound assets

(a) SonifyAR’s authoring interface. Left: SonifyAR’s phone-based AR
interface. Right: SonifyAR’s authoring panel.

Q1
This authoring process is helpful for AR 
content creation

Q2
I will use this authoring process in AR 
content creation

Q3
the user-environment interaction will 
increase the immersiveness of AR 

Q4
The sound authoring results is in high 
quality

Q5
I prefer the automatic sound acquisition 
over manual search/record

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly 
Disagree

Strongly 
AgreeNeutral

(b) Likert-type questions and results of usability study

Figure 4: SonifyAR interface and evaluation results

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present SonifyAR, a context-aware sound author-
ing system designed for sonifying AR events. Our work implements
a PbD authoring pipeline which enables sound asset acquisition us-
ing holistic context information. With SonifyAR, users could freely
explore AR interactions and have AR sound effects automatically
acquired. Our studies validate the usability and overall performance
of our system. We believe SonifyAR can be applied in application
fields like e-commerce and BLV assistance. We also envision it in-
corporated into existing AR authoring tools to strengthen their
sound authoring capabilities. This research advances literature in
AR sound authoring, while also opening up new research avenues
for the application of LLM and generative models in AR systems.
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